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This is my favourite popiah in Singapore.
This is one of the foods which I could probably eat every single day
without getting sick of it. If anyone were to ask me for a food
recommendation, it would be My Cosy Corner’s popiah. Located in a
small dark corner at Coronation Plaza, this small eatery may not look
impressive but their popiah is worth walking that distance to
Coronation Plaza. It’s usually sold out by 5 – 6 pm so the closer it is to
evening time, the higher the risk of making a wasted and disappointed
trip.
I love my vegetables and fruits. If I were to miss out on eating
vegetables or fruits in a meal or in a day, it would leave me feeling
very uneasy and gross so that I’ll have to grab an apple when I reach
home at night. So if I’m feeling hungry or I need a light dinner, I
would try to have popiah!

At My Cosy Corner, they keep the popiah skins in this special airtight
metal container so that it remains moist throughout the day. The skin is
thin and soft which is how it should be – unlike places which sell
popiahs with tough and hard skins which makes it difficult to take a
bite and you’d be struggling to chew off the skin and by then the filling
and condiments would have fallen out of place. What’s so special about
this popiah is probably the crispy and crunchy fried rice bits which is

added to the filling. And these rice bits do not become soggy even
when you takeaway the popiah instead of having it immediately!
A popiah costs $2.20 but they are quite generous with the filling so it is
quite sizeable. I could probably finish off more than 2 rolls by myself.
You can order the popiah with chilli and the chilli really does pack
quite a bit of a punch. I usually am able to take chilli quite well but the
chilli here has quite a numbing effect on your tongue and really has
quite a spicy kick. So I usually order a Grass Jelly drink with my
popiah and what’s interesting is that they use grass jelly chunks instead
of the grated kind so it’s quite fun to slurp it up.

A Da Paolo Sticky Toffee Date Pudding Cupcake for
dessert anyone?
A dessert in the form of a cupcake. Another ingenious creation – just
like the Brulee Tart!
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